Efficiency Testing of Cleaning In Place Process
Application to the Beverage Industry
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The sanitary aspects of producing food and
beverage products (milk, beer, meat, fish, salad
…) are of extreme importance.

Application Note

Plants must meet high hygienic standards to avoid
a product's degradation and contamination during
operation. Therefore plant cleaning must be
carried out quickly and thoroughly.
Cleaning in Place (CIP) process is aimed at
removing
any
residual
substances
in
manufacturing facilities and equipment (tanks,
vessels,
pipework).
The CIP efficiency is critical to the overall
production quality and must meet strict hygiene
regulations while minimizing downtime between
product runs or product changeover.
The main steps of the CIP process include:
1. Flushing in order to eliminate residues
2. Alkaline cleaning operation: alkaline detergents
dissolve fat and proteins, and harder deposits

The objectives were to:
Check the efficiency of the Cleaning in Place
process between two production batches to
Avoid cross contamination of flavors
Minimize downtime
Optimize the use of detergent and water,
Avoid human testing.

Instrumentation: GEMINI Electronic Nose
The analysis was conducted with a GEMINI
Electronic Nose (fig. 1), including an array of 6
Metal Oxide Sensors, specifically selected for the
needs of this application. The electronic nose was
fitted with an autosampler for automated, fast and
reproducible sample manipulation and injection.
GEMINI gas sensors detect volatile components
responsible for contamination or off-odors in
samples.

3. Intermediate water rinse
4. Acidic cleaning operation: to neutralize the
caustic remaining on the surfaces of the plant.
The acidic detergents remove mineral deposits
in the equipment (especially warm areas like in
the pasteurizer)
5. Final water rinse: cold water purges out the
residual acid solution.
To control the efficiency of the cleaning process,
you must collect samples of several batches. Then
several types of analysis are possible:
Microbiological tests

Figure 1. Gas sensors based GEMINI Electronic Nose with autosampler

Sensory evaluation
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Gas chromatography (GC or GC-MS) analysis

Samples

Fingerprint analysis performed by E-noses
based on sensor array system or Gas
Chromatography and multivariate statistics data
processing.

Several samples were analyzed with GEMINI ENose and compared to rinsing water.

To answer the need of fast,
sensitive and reliable analysis
methods, a Quality Control
dedicated electronic nose was
used to analyze samples
collected at different steps of the
CIP process applied to a beer
production line.

The samples analyzed contain various levels of
flavor or caustic solution or acid solution.
Samples are collected in a tank during the various
stages of the process:
initial tank stage
middle tank rinse stage
end tank rinse stage.
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This comparative analysis will allow to check if the
quality of water at the end of the process is
equivalent to pure rinsing water. If yes, the CIP
process can be considered as efficient.
Quality Control Card
Based on the sensors data measured with GEMINI
electronic nose, a Statistical Quality Control model
(fig.1) is built to check the cleaning process
efficiency as follows:
An area corresponding to acceptable variations
(blue band) is established based on reference
quality products: all samples outside this band
are out of specifications.
Each day of test, some reference samples are
used to automatically compensate for system
drift by adjusting the data.

Conclusion
The GEMINI Electronic Nose can rapidly detect
contamination from flavors, caustic or acid
solutions at different stages of a Cleaning In Place
process, and with high sensitivity.
Thus this instrument is particularly suitable for
controlling CIP efficiency and helps industrials:
ensure repeatability,
minimize downtime and reduce
associated with conducting human

costs

odor/taste testing,
optimize the use of detergent and water,
avoid human testing.

Determination of cleaning process level: each
point plotted in the acceptable bandwith means
that the cleaning process is efficient, whereas
points outside the blue band indicate that
cleaning has not completely removed the
aroma contamination.
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Figure 1: Quality Control Card of Rinsing Solutions

The Quality Control card shows that samples
collected during the process are out of the area of
acceptable quality (blue band) indicating that the
cleaning is not efficient at these steps.
At the end of the cleaning, samples appear in
the blue band indicating that the quality
obtained is acceptable.
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